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The Private School Controversy 

1. Education: Engine of Democracy 

By J A M E S B. C O N A N T 

o 

James B. Conant 

,UR Amer-
I i c a n s y s 
tem of tax-

supported schools 
i s e s s e n t i a l l y 
unique in several 
respects, but peo
ple are inclined 
t o t a k e f o r 
granted certain 
assumptions that 
underlie the de
velopment of our 

public schools. They realize all too 
little what would be the consequences 
of drastic alterations and are, there
fore, too complacent about some types 
of hostile criticism; they are too little 
willing to make the sacrifices required 
to maintain our schools as effective 
instruments of our democracy. Those 
involved directly with public schools 
themselves are at times perhaps un
aware of certain challenges and re
luctant to make adjustments required 
by these challenges. If I appear some
what critical of one phase of secondary 
education, I trust that no one will 
misunderstand me. I hope that it is 
unnecessary for me to spend any time 
reaffirming my deep conviction that 
the expansion of our free tax-supported 
schools in this country has been an 
essential element in our national life. 

The doctrine of equality of which De 
Tocqueville wrote so long ago in his 
report on America has come to mean 
in the United States not parity of sta
tus for adults but equality of oppor
tunity for children. The vast expansion 
of secondary education in this nation 
has created a new engine of democ
racy; it is of the utmost importance 
how this engine is to operate in the 
future. If we so desire it can be used to 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Last •month President 
James B. Conant of Harvard Uni
versity, speaking before the American 
Association of School Administrators, 
strongly criticized the role of the in
dependent school in American life. 
His remarks have since been bitterly 
attacked and spiritedly defended by 
educational and religious leaders 
throughout the country. Because SR 
believes the question raised by Dr. 
Conant to be one of the most im
portant of our time, it publishes his 
address in full, together with com
ments on it by two critics of his posi
tion: The Most Reverend Richard J. 
Cushing, Roman Catholic Archbishop 
of Boston, and Allan V. Heely, head
master of Lawrenceville School and 
author of "Why the Private School?" 

restore fluidity to our social and eco
nomic life each generation and in so 
doing make available for the national 
welfare reservoirs of potential talent 
now untapped. At the same time, by 
stressing the democratic elements in 
our school life and the comprehensive 
features of our organization, we can 
promote the social and political ideals 
necessary for the harmonious func
tioning of an economic system based 
on private ownership but committed 
to the ideals of social justice. 

We desire on the one hand to pro
vide through our schools unity in our 
national life. On the other we seek 
the diversity that comes from freedom 
of action and expression by small 
groups of citizens. We look with dis
favor on any monolithic type of edu
cational structure; we shrink from 
any idea of regimentation or unifor

mity as to the details of the many 
phases of secondary education. Unity 
we can achieve if our public schools 
remain the primary vehicle for the 
education of our youth, and if as far 
as possible all the youth of a com
munity attend the same school irre
spective of family fortune or cultural 
background. Diversity in experimen
tation we maintain by continued em
phasis on the concept of local respon
sibility for our schools. 

Both these ideas are to a consider
able degree novel in the United States; 
a combination of them is to be found 
nowhere else in the world. Let me, 
therefore, remind you of the other ap
proaches to education found in the 
closely related cultures of other Eng
lish-speaking nations. 

When I visited Australia last sum
mer I discovered what was to me 
an amazing phenomenon: a sharp dual 
system of education, many private in
dependent schools, and a centrally con
trolled state system of free educa
tion. Though we have much in com
mon in our educational practices, this 
dual system serves to place in sharp 
contrast our American scheme. Let me 
make it plain that I am not criticizing 
the educators of the Antipodes. Edu
cation is not an exportable commod
ity. What is a good system for one 
type of society may not be good for 
another. Nevertheless, it is interesting 
to see how several ways of accom
plishing the same objective may be 
arranged. 

NOWHERE in the world today does 
the Protestant private school 

flourish as it does in several Aqstralian 
states; this on a continent more recent
ly settled than North America and in a 
society famous for its labor govern
ments and its concern for social wel
fare. In two of the large Australian 
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states there are more students sixteen 
to seventeen years of age enrolled in 
private schools than in tax-supported 
schools. This is no new phenomenon. 
Quite the contrary. The tradition of 
the great public schools of England 
(public in the British sense, not ours) 
—the tradition of Winchester, Eton, 
Harrow—was brought to Australia in 
the mid-nineteenth century. This tra
dition, somewhat modiiied, has flour
ished there ever since. As a conse
quence there is in Australia a dual 
system of secondary education. 

What are the factors that have fa
vored this duality in education? From 
my observation there are two: first, 
the firm belief on the part of many 
Australians that secondary education 
should not be divorced from formal 
religious instruction; second, the fact 
that there are large urban centers in 
each Australian state. (In spite of 
the size of the continent and the sta
tistically thin population, half the 
inhabitants live in large cities.) The 
private schools are situated with few 
exceptions in the large metropolitan 
areas (Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide); 
unlike the English public schools, they 
are not primarily boarding schools but 
rather day schools with a nucleus of 
boarders. The tuition has consequently 
been kept relatively low and the 
range of income groups of the families 
patronizing them is fairly broad. In 
each capital city there is a group of 
more or less competing schools, each 
with church connections; there are 
Church of England schools, Methodist 
schools, Presbyterian schools, Catholic 
schools. These schools in some states 
are attended by students who receive 
state scholarships, but for the most 
part the schools are privately financed. 
The students who go on to ,a uni
versity (about half the gra:duates) 
must all jump the same academic 
hurdles. So the state to a surprising 
degree controls the curriculum; there 
is pedagogic uniformity coupled with 
social diversity—almost the exact re
verse of the American situation. 

Diversity in American secondary 
education is assured by our insistence 
on the doctrine of local control. We 
have no restrictions on the variety of 
approaches to secondary education 
presented by our thousands of local 
boards. Indeed, to an outsider I should 
think our diversity would look like 
educational chaos. But this is a char
acteristic of our flexible, decentralized 
concept of democracy. The time may 
conceivably come when' a state or the 
Federal Government may jeopardize 
this concept, but as far as secondary 
education is concerned I do not detect 
any danger signals in that direction 
now. The NYA threat which was real 
jn the 1930's has almost been forgotten. 

I do believe, however, that there is 
some reason to fear lest a dual sys
tem of secondary education may in 
some states, at least, come to threaten 
the democratic unity provided by our 
public schools. I refer to the desire of 
some people to increase the scope and 
number of private schools. At pres
ent the proponents of such a move
ment are often not outspoken in their 
demands, but a dual system of schools 
with tax money flowing in some form 
to private schools seems to be a pos
sibility in some people's minds. In 
this connection I think it is only fair 
to insist that the critics of our public 
schools should make clear their stand 
on two important points. To each one 
who attacks our public schools I 
would ask the simple question: 
"Would you like to increase the num
ber and scope of the private schools?" 
If the candid answer is in the affirma
tive I would then ask a second ques
tion: "Do you look forward to the 
day when tax money will directly or 
indirectly assist these schools?" If the 

Discovery 
By Elizabeth K. P. Stokes 

WANT to see me touch a turtle?' 
—Strutting Master of Timid 
World, 

Bread-and-Milk Wonder, 
Descends upon the turtle 
With courage of commando. 
Yet with fastidiousness, too. 
As a rakish cap goes to battle. 
Pouf! For the turtle! 
Fat finger advances! Retreats! 
Lagging feet hasten 
The ascending beat 
Of his strident voice. 
Sidling from enemy flank: 

"Do you want to see me? 
". . . want to see me?" 
See you lack of confidence 
Conquer more than you think? 

"Surrender!" From the tank 
Of crawling horror 
A beaded head thrusts 
And is met: By fading falsetto: 

"Do you want to see me? 
"All right, if you don't, I . . ." 
And he captures 
His first alibi, 

"All right, if you don't," 
He trails off, and 
Pondering discovery of 
Formula invaluable. 
Salutes! 
Victor general to turtle. 

answer is again in the affirmative 
the lines have been clearly drawn and 
a rational debate on a vital issue can 
proceed. 

NEEDLESS to say I would find my
self on the opposite side from this 

hypothetical candid critic of public 
education. But what I am more con
cerned with in the year 1952 is to 
make the hostile critics of the public 
schools in the Uaited States show 
their colors. One of the most vocal 
of these is a Protestant clergyman 
who reveals himself when he writes: 
"The Communist is not, as a matter 
of fact, much of a revolutionist. The 
Communist would only substitute the 
logical secularism of Karl Marx for 
the pragmatic secularism of John 
Dewey." If this clergyman would start 
off all his attacks on modern education 
by stating that for him secularism and 
Communism are equal dangers the 
reader would be in a better position 
to evaluate what he was about to 
read—or he might decide to skip it 
altogether. 

There are many sincere Protestants, 
Jews, and Catholics who believe that 
secondary education divorced from a 
denominational religious core of in
struction is bad education. They er
roneously assume that the tax-sup
ported schools are not concerned with 
moral and spiritual values. This is 
essentially the point of view of the 
headmasters of the Australian pri
vate schools. Now, that such people 
have a right to organize their own 
schools I do not question. The United 
States Supreme Court settled the law 
on that point in the famous Oregon 
Case of 1926. But I do question the 
honesty of their tactics when they 
attack the public schools in an at
tempt to undermine confidence in sec
ular education. 

I am well aware that in several 
English-speaking nations public funds 
are used to assist church-connected 
schools. This is the practice in Eng
land, Scotland, and to some degree 
in some Australian states. Whether 
the state and the church or churches 
can develop a working arrangement 
that prevents a state control of the 
church or church control of the state 
is another story. My concern is with 
the United States. We do not have 
and have never had an established 
church. To my mind our schools should 
serve all creeds. The greater the pro
portion of our youth who attend in
dependent schools, the greater the 
threat to our democratic unity. There
fore, to use taxpayers' money to assist 
such a move is, for me, to suggest that 
American society use its own hands to 
destroy itself. 

In some of our large Western cities 
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private schools are today attracting 
an increasing number of the sons and 
daughters of the well-to-do. To offset 
this, here in New England there seems 
to be a reverse tendency for fathers 
who attended private schools to send 
their children to public schools. Where 
the national balance lies no one can 
say. But I cannot help regretting that 
private schools have been established 
in the last twenty years in certain 
urban areas where a generation ago 
a public high school served all the 
youth of the town or city. 

. There is no use for us who are emo
tionally committed to public schools 
as schools for all to denounce or be
moan the growth of private schools. 
The founding of a new independent 
school in a locality is a challenge to 
those connected with public education. 
Granted the "snob aspect" of some 
of these new independent schools, 
nevertheless, I feel sure that in many 
cases they would never have come 
into existence if the management of 
the local high school had been wiser. 
Education is a social process. This is 
a free country and people will not 
be pushed around by educators. What 
is required is for those concerned to 
improve the high schools; public 
school administrators must recognize 
the validity of some of the criticisms 
now directed against them in terms 
of the failure of the high school to 
provide adequate education lor the 
gifted. The problem is especially acute 
in metropolitan areas. The success of 
the private school in Australian cities 
should be a reminder of where we 
may be headed. 

In terms of numbers involved the 
dual nature of our present system may 
seem slight—92 per cent of our sec
ondary school pupils are in public 
schools. In terms of a stratification of 
society on economic and religious 
lines, however, the duality is marked 
indeed. In socio-economic terms we 
are not as far from the English public 
school system as we sometimes like 
to think. Chancellor McConnell of the 
University of Buffalo, reporting on 
English education, notes the predom
inance of public school graduates (in 
the English sense) over grammar 
school graduates in the entrants to 
Oxford in 1948. A half dozen of the 
best-known Eastern colleges in the 
United States would show a similar 
social phenomenon; they enroll some
thing like half their students from 
private Protestant schools which en
compass only a few per cent of an 
entire age group. But it is only fair to 
point out that these same colleges 
have been trying desperately hard in 
the last twenty-five years to attract 
a larger number of public high-school 
graduates, particularly from various 

regions of the country. They aim to 
be national in terms of geography and 
representative of all income groups; 
that they have to some degree suc
ceeded in moving nearer their goal is, 
to me, a hopeful sign. 

What is the basic objection to a 
dual system of education, you may 
ask? Or put it the other way around: 
what are the advantages of free 
schools for all? To ask these ques
tions is almost to give the answers. 
If one accepts the ideal of a demo
cratic, fluid society with a minimum 
of class distinction, the maximum of 
fluidity, the maximum of understand
ing between different vocational 
groups, then the ideal secondary school 
is a comprehensive public high school. 
If one has doubts about the ability 
of secular schools to promote the 
growth of moral and spiritual values, 
then these doubts must be weighed 
against the democratic objectives I 
have just listed. Similarly, if a family 
questions the ability of a high school 
to prepare a gifted boy adequately for 
university work, the family will have 
to balance these misgivings against 
the advantages to the boy of mixing 
with all sorts of people when he is 
young. 

OF this much there can be no doubt. 
A society which wished generation 

after generation to perpetuate class 
distinctions based on hereditary status 
would certainly demand a dual sys
tem of schools; so too would a society 

like that in the Province of Quebec 
which wishes to perpetuate two dif
ferent cultural groups. A dual system 
serves and helps to maintain group 
cleavages, the absence of a dual sys
tem does the reverse. This is particu
larly true of the secondary schools. 
Indeed, I would plead with those who 
insist on sending their children to 
denominational schools that they 
might limit their insistence on this 
type of education to the elementary 
years. 

Our liberties will only be secure in 
the hands of the people, Jefferson 
declared, and in the hands of the 
people with a certain "degree of in
struction." This belief coupled with 
the doctrine of equality has led to 
an enormous expansion of secondary 
school and college enrollment in the 
United States. With this expansion 
has come, by necessity, revolutionary 
changes in the curriculum of the 
schools. Unless one is prepared to 
maintain the thesis that there should 
be one type of general education for 
the well-to-do, another for the poor, 
there can be no retreat from the pres
ent position. And let me make it clear 
I advooete no retreat. Furthermore, in 
suggesting a greater emphasis on the 
identification of the scholastically gift
ed and their education in languages 
and mathematics, I have by no means 
repudiated the movement that has led 
to the liberalizing of our high-school 
curriculum. Quite the contrary, I be
lieve this movement should spread, 

"Just wait until I graduate and write a book about this school!" 
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for there are far too many public 
secondary schools today that are try
ing to use a program suitable for the 
intellectual development of a few 
as the basis of the general education 
of the many. There is too little effort 
made to develop the course in what has 
been called "common learnings" now 
used in only a few schools. 

By organizing our free schools on 
as comprehensive a basis as possible 
we can continue to give our children 
an understanding of democracy by 
practising it in school. Religious tol
erance, mutual respect among voca
tional groups, belief in the rights of 
the individual are among the virtues 
that the best of our high schools now 
foster. An understanding of the po
litical machinery of our federal union, 
of the significance of the Anglo-Saxon 
tradition of the common law, the dis
tinction between decisions arrived at 
by "due process" and those obtained 
by social pressures—by duress—all 
this is now being achieved to some 
degree in the free public schools of 
this country. 

WHAT the great public schools of 
England accomplished tor the 

future governing class of that nation 
in the nineteenth century the Ameri
can high school is now attempting to 
accomplish for those who govern the 
United States, namely all the people. 
A system of schools where the future 
doctor, lawyer, professor, politician, 
banker, industrial executive, labor 
leader, and manual worker have gone 
to school together at age fifteen to 
seventeen is something that exists no
where in the world outside of the 
United States. That such schools 
should be maintained and made even 
more democratic and - comprehensive 
seems to me to be essential for the 
future of this republic. The false an
tithesis between education for the 
gifted and education for all American 
youth must be resolved. If this can 
be accomplished, then one demand 
for a further increase in private in
dependent education will largely dis
appear. 

The growth of free public high 
schools in this country would indicate 
to me that public opinion in the 
United States has been committed to 
a single, not a dual system of educa
tion. The history of the rest of this 
century will prove whether or not 
the commitment is irrevocable. The 
verdict will depend in no small meas
ure on whether the comprehensive 
public school can win a wide support. 
I believe that such support will be 
forthcoming. In short, the answer to 
the question, "Can we have both unity 
and diversity in secondary education,?" 
is that we can and that we must. 

2. The Case for Religious Schools 
A R C H B I S H O P R I C H A R D J. C U S H I N G 

—Boris 

Richard J. Gushing 

DOCTOR Co-
nant's state
ment is a 

sign of the times. 
To those who seek 

,the imposition on 
all citizens, in the 
name of something 
which they call 
"democracy," of a 
single state school 
system, with no 
honorable alterna

tive left open to persons who care to be 
considered loyal members of the com
munity, Doctor Conant's words will 
bring great comtort and increased 
boldness in pressing the campaign of 
secularism against independent schools, 
above all, religious schools. To the rest 
of us, his words should be a warning of 
the direction of the battle and of the ac
celerated speed with which it is being 
waged. 

The discerning will note that Presi
dent Conant states his criticism of 
independent schools like the parochial 
school in words which are much more 
forthright, candid, and uncompromis
ing than has been customary among 
earlier propagandists against the in
dependent school. President Conant 
does not say, as some others have 
said, that he merely objects to tax 
help for children who attend inde
pendent schools like parochial schools. 
He does not even suggest that his 
objection is to the standards main
tained in such schools. He puts aside 
all such rhetoric—and for that I think 
that we should be sincerely grateful 
to him—and announces without quali
fication that his objection is to the 
parochial and private school as such. 
He sets forth clearly his conviction 
that those who believe in "democracy" 
or in "American principle" should not 
argue about tax support or about 
standards, but should take the posi
tion that the independent school, 
whether it pays for itself or not, 
whether it meets standards or not, is 

an offense against "democracy," a 
violation of "American principle," as 
Dr. Conant and his associates now 
define "democracy" and "American 
principle." Independent schools like 
the parochial school, we are told, 
offend against democracy because they 
bring what Dr. Conant calls "a divi
sive atti tude" into American society, 
and they do so because they are not 
state monopoly schools. . 

Such a statement from such a source 
is astonishing. It is also a little ex
asperating, coming as it does from 
the President of Harvard University, 
in the Commonwealth of Massachu
setts, in this late year of grace. When 
Doctor Conant announces that inde
pendent schools operated for religious 
reasons have introduced "divisive at
titudes" and "stratification" into the 
American community, while making 
not so much as a passing reference to 
the past 300 years of educational his
tory in iVIassachusetts, with its "nu-
merus clausus" in colleges, its ad
mission restrictions of a completely 
non-academic character, and its in
grained caste system, he is either in
dulging in high humor or in something 
considerably less attractive. 

IT took a long, long time—the time re
quired for the poor finally to build 

their own private schools—before a 
university president was heard to an
nounce that private religious schools 
are inconsistent with American de
mocracy! Some of those who heard 
that announcement must have come 
from cities within the United States 
where Catholic nuns have long been 
teaching colored children who, until 
very recently, were prevented by 
"divisive attitudes" in their communi
ties from receiving any chance for 
education proportionate to their ability 
or dignity. The Roman Catholic Sisters 
received them in independent paro
chial schools operated on a religious 
basis in accordance with "an Amer
ican principle" older and more valid 
than Doctor Conant's principle of the 
"single public school system for all 
children." It would have been inter
esting to hear the comments of the 
educators from such states, states into 
which no parent, priest, or teacher of 
our tradition introduced the idea of 
"divisive attitudes" and "stratifica
tion," but into which our schools 
brought the best opportunity children 
of embarrassing color, regardless of 

(Continued on page 48) 
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